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Automated Vehicles Summit
State College, Pennsylvania

September 11, 2017

Terence J. McDonnell
Staff Sergeant

New York State Police

Why
Safety

Mobility 

Economics
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SAE Vehicle Automation Classification
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Law Enforcement Concerns
Related to Automotive Design/Engineering

• Adherence to Rules of the Road

• Keeping up with Legal Changes

• Object & Event and Detection Response (OEDR)

- Debris, crashes, road maintenance, etc.

• Post Crash Behavior

• EDR Access & Retrieval for Crash Investigations

• Distracted Driving Impacts

Law Enforcement Concerns
Related to Administration

• Background Check on Test Operators

- What Constitutes Disqualification

• Regulatory Enforcement of Permit Conditions

• Vehicle Identification at Federal Level

• Revisions to the MMUCC and State Crash Reports

• Operational Responsibility

- Driver in Control vs. System in Control

- Legal provisions for citing owners or other  responsible party
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Law Enforcement Concerns

Related to Law Enforcement Operations

• Vehicle ID – What are the capabilities?

• System Misuse vs. Abuse

• Potential for Criminal Use

• Victimization when vehicle behaviors are predictable

• Training needs

Regarding Change

April 1832

Dear President Andrew Jackson:

The canal system of  this country is being threatened by the spread of  a new form of  
transportation known as railroads.  The federal government must preserve the canals for the 
following reasons:

One – if  canal boats are supplanted by railroads, serious unemployment will result.  Captains, 
cooks, drivers, repairmen, and lock tenders will be left without means of  livelihood, not to 
mention the numerous farmers now employed in growing hay for horses.

Two – boat builders would suffer and towline, whip, and harness makers would be left destitute.

Three – Canal boats are absolutely essential to the defenses of  the United States.  In the event 
of  unexpected trouble with England, the Erie Canal would be the only means by which we could 
move supplies so vital to waging modern war.

As you well know, Mr. President, railroad carriages are pulled at the enormous speed of  15 
miles per hour by engines, which in addition to endangering the life an limb of  passengers, roar 
and snort their way through the countryside setting fire to crops, scaring livestock, and 
frightening women and children.  The Almighty never intended that people should move at such 
breakneck speed.

~ Martin Van Buren                                                                                  
Governor of  New York
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The Future of Automotive Technology
“Somebody needs to be the watchdog.”

Sandy Schwartz, President, Cox Automotive

Terence J. McDonnell
Traffic Services Section

New York State Police 

terence.mcdonnell@troopers.ny.gov

(518) 457-4878


